Abstract. The construction industry through the use of less polluting green energy technology is already imminent and more had to do, and continue to improve as the development of green energy. Concrete is the most common-used construction material in the modern world. Traditional concrete is a composite, which is made of aggregate, Portland cement and water. Production of Portland cement consumes large amount of energy and releases lots of carbon dioxide, nevertheless, the developing of sustainable society means more urgent and important to search for new cementitious materials to replace Portland cement in future constructions. The research employs Taguchi method and Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) to invetigate the performance of alkali activated silica fume concrete in which amorphous silicon solar cells are ground and added into the mixture in three-phase analysis. Firstly, this study used Taguchi's orthogonal array to evaluate the influence of the control factors and identify the important factors influencing quality characteristics. Secondly, all normalizing experiment variables ranked the grey relational grades of multi-quality characteristics. Finally, this study integrated the Taguchi method and the equal weights by using GRA to establish both equal and entropy weight-based grey relational values.
Introduction
Alkali-activation of slag, fly ash and other aluminosilicate materials have been intensively investigated during the last decades [1] . In comparison with conventional Portland cement-based composites these materials offer excellent durability in chemically aggressive environment, high compressive strength, lower basic creep, or environmental benefits. The objective of this paper is to identify the key factors influencing the performance of alkali activated silica fume concrete in which amorphous silicon solar cells are ground and added into the mixture the properties of alkali-activated materials in solar PV cells.
In previous studies [2] [3] [4] , we had demonstrated the study results of general quality of concrete blended with waste solar PV cells. The use of ground solar cells on the mechanical properties and durability of cncrete had been investigated. This research attempts further to invetigae the quality of alkali activated concrete conaining the ground amorphous silicon solar cells. Utilization of Taguchi method is to minimize the experiment number using standard orthogonal array and Signal to Noise ratio (S/N) [5] . Usually it can only consider single quality characteristics, while GRA is usually employed to deal with multi-quality characteristics. Thus, combining these two methods could enhance quality and reliability [6] [7] [8] . The Taguchi method and GRA were employed in threephase analysis. Firstly, this study used Taguchi's orthogonal array to evaluate the influence of the control factors and identify the important factors influencing quality characteristics. Secondly, all normalizing experiment variables ranked the grey relational grades of multi-quality characteristics. Finally, this study integrated the Taguchi method and the entropy weights by using GRA to establish entropy weight-based grey relational values. 
Experiments

3.
Water absorption test: Absorption can be described as the ability to take in water by means of capillary suction. As such, water absorption has been used as an important factor for quantifying the durability of cementitious systems. Water absorption was made in accordance with ASTM C642-13 Standard Test Method for Density, Absorption, and Voids in Hardened Concrete with a cylinder size of 100×50mm.
4.
Permeability test: The water permeability of concrete at the surface is a key factor in determining the durability of concrete structures. A reliable permeability test of the concrete cover is therefore crucial, namely the CRD-C48-92 standard test method for water permeability of concrete with a cylinder size of 100×50mm.
Taguchi method
Taguchi method is a design and analysis of experiments for the purpose of designing and improving quality. Taguchi method primarily involves orthogonal arrays and S/N ratio. Orthogonal arrays can reduce the number of experiments, and thus, overall costs. In Taguchi method, S/N ratio is used to measure the deviation of the quality characteristics from the desired value. The S/N ratio for each process parameter is calculated based on S/N analysis function. A larger S/N ratio is normally consistent with better quality characteristics. Quality characteristics can be divided into larger-the-better (LTB), smaller-the-better (STB), and nominal-the-best (NTB). This study set compressive strength and resistivity as an LTB characteristic and water absorption and permeability as STB characteristics in the investigation of single quality characteristics.
Orthogonal array
An orthogonal array is used to reduce the number of experiments, and thus, overall costs. To determine the multi-quality characteristics, this study adopted the materials used in previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] 
Analysis of variance
The use of S/N ratios provides only the degree of influence that the factor levels exert on the experiment.
However, ANOVA enables a further evaluation of the contribution of each factor and determines its importance. ANOVA and F-test were performed to statistically see the control factors significant process and percent contribution to the experiment. In the process, the S/N ratio sum of squares for each factor is determined to calculate the between-group variability and then F-test and contribution ratio can be calculated, respectively [9] .
Grey relational analysis
Grey Relational Analysis (GRA), a normalization evaluation technique is extended to solve the complicated multi-performance characteristics optimization effectively [10] . The grey theory is based on the random uncertainty of small samples which developed into an evaluation technique to solve certain problems of system that are complex and having incomplete information. By investigating a small amount of data and multiple characteristics, reference series can be derived from different series of data. Deriving the overall relation grade of the series or the relational grades of the individual series factor changes can also integrate the data of multiple independent quality characteristics into a single relational order of optimal multi-quality characteristics. This prevents overlooking many quality characteristics for the sake of one. The results can be compared with the order obtained using Taguchi methods described as above.
Results
In the GRA, the quality characteristics (compressive strength, resistivity, water absorption, and permeability results) were converted into a single optimal order combination. The units and values of the quality characteristics in the analysis varied; therefore, grey relational generation was normalize the corresponding values between 0 and 1. Table 1 and 2 present the grey relational coefficients and grey relational orders in which the grey relational grades were respectively divided into equally weighted grades and entropy weight-based grades prior to ranking. As the name suggests, equal weights indicate that the weight values were equally distributed among the quality characteristics. Entropy weights, on the other hand, were based on the differences in data related to quality characteristics. The entropy weights for compressive strength, resistivity, water absorption, and permeability were 0.3216, 0.3364, 0.3420 and 0.1867, respectively. The higher entropy weight for compressive strength was caused by the greater differences in the experimental data. Therefore, the grey relational coefficient of the permeability test is the smallest value due to its least differences. 
Conclusions
In this article, utilization of Taguchi method is to minimize the experiment number using standard orthogonal array and Signal to Noise ratio (S/N). Meanwhile, the Taguchi method and GRA were employed in three-phase analysis. Firstly, this study used Taguchi's orthogonal array to evaluate the influence of the control factors and identify the important factors influencing quality characteristics. Secondly, all normalizing experiment variables ranked the grey relational grades of multi-quality characteristics. Finally, we integrated the Taguchi method and the entropy weights by using GRA to establish entropy weight-based grey relational values.
The observations were fourfold as follows. Firstly, follow the previous studies of general quality of concrete 01006-p. 3 blended with waste solar PV cells. The use of ground solar cells on the mechanical properties and durability of cncrete had been investigated. This research attempts further to invetigae the quality of alkali activated concrete conaining the ground amorphous silicon solar cells. We adopted both Taguchi method and GRA to calculate the equal and entropy weight-based grey relational grades of GRA. Secondly, the ranking in grey relational grades of multi-quality characteristics has been calculated. It can be seen that these two types of ranking are slightly different to each other for ranking 8th and 9th even with contrasting weight calculations. Thirdly, the optimal results of the both weights occurred in the first experiment of the grey relational grades. Finally, both grey relational grades resulted from equal and entropy weights represent the multi-quality characteristics which can be used for a comprehensive assessment like the weighted grey-Taguchi method, a next study.
